Honor Society Organizations

Organization: **Rho Sigma Kappa**  
**Purpose:** To honor exceptional students in the Occupational Safety and Health field of study.  
**Advisor:** Tracey Wortham  
**Address:** 1210 A Miller Avenue, Murray, KY 42071  
**President:** Nick Hampton  
**Email:** Charles.hampton@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)799-5109  
**Website:** N/A

Organization: **Pi Omega Pi**  
**Purpose:** Honor society for Business Education majors.  
**Advisor:** Ginny Richerson  
**Address:** 3225 Alexander Hall  
**President:** N/A  
**Email:** vricherson@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)809-4257  
**Website:** N/A

Organization: **Gamma Sigma Alpha**  
**Purpose:** Honor society for Fraternity and Sorority members with a cumulative GPA of 3.50.  
**Advisor:** Tara Hawthorne  
**Address:** 111 Curris Center  
**President:** N/A  
**Email:** thawthorne@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** 270-809-6953  
**Website:** N/A
Organization: Omicron Delta Kappa
Purpose: To recognize those who have attained a high standard of efficiency in collegiate activities and to inspire others to strive for conspicuous attainments along similar lines; to bring together the most representative students of all phases of college life and to create an organization which will help to mold the sentiment of the institutions on questions of local and intercollegiate interests; and to bring together members of the faculty and student body of the institution, as well as Omicron Delta Kappa members, on a basis of mutual interest, understanding and helpfulness.
Advisor: John Dressler
Address: 114 Ordway Hall
President: Marla Moore
Email: kathryn.moore@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (502)541-7729
Website: http://www.odk.org/

Organization: Lambda Alpha - Beta Chapter
Purpose: To encourage and maintain excellence in scholarship and research in anthropology and to recognize high achievement in the discipline by students and faculty engaged in the study of anthropology.
Advisor: Anthony Ortmann
Address: 334 Blackburn Science Building
President: Caroline Schmidt
Email: lambda.alpha@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (270)809-6755
Website: N/A

Organization: Alpha Lambda Delta
Purpose: To recognize superior academic achievement among students in their year of college and to encourage them to continue to excel.
Advisor: Kevin Miller
Address: 1201 Jesse Jones Hall
President: Sooyeon Kim
Email: sooyeon.kim@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (270)293-8679
Website: www.nationalald.org
Organization: Honors Program/ HP Student Council
Purpose: HPSC will be an active and influential group on Murray State’s campus.
Advisor: Warren Edminster
Address: 304 Lowry Center
President: Amy Buchweitz
Email: amy.buchweitz@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (630)450-2692
Website: N/A

Organization: Beta Alpha Psi
Purpose: honorary organization for Financial Information students and professionals. The primary objective of Beta Alpha Psi is to encourage and give recognition to scholastic and professional excellence in the business information field. This includes promoting the study and practice of accounting, finance and information systems; providing opportunities for self-development, service and association among members and practicing professionals, and encouraging a sense of ethical, social, and public responsibility.
Advisor: Wayne Tervo
Address: 351 J Business Building Murray, KY 42071
President: Marilyn Feezor
Email: Marilyn.feezor@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (270)809-7013
Website: N/A

Organization: Gamma Beta Phi
Purpose: To recognize and encourage excellence in education, to promote the development of leadership ability and character in its members, and to foster, disseminate, and improve education through appropriate service projects. Each chapter implements these objectives by procedures consonant with local situation and in cooperation with the faculty and administration
Advisor: Lori Mitchum
Address: 2222 University Station
President: Hollie Benson
Email: gammabetaphi@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: (812)241-8559
Website: N/A
### Organization: Alpha Zeta
**Purpose:** Alpha Zeta is the professional agricultural and natural resources organization dedicated to the highest levels of scholarship, leadership, integrity and service. Alpha Zeta is a global network of diverse agricultural and natural resources professionals recognizing, developing and promoting leaders with common values and integrity.

**Advisor:** Dr. Dwayne Driskill  
**Address:** 213 South Oakley Applied Science Building  
**President:** Becky Mosbacher  
**Email:** becky.mosbacher@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)893-4683  
**Website:** N/A

### Organization: National Society of Collegiate Scholars
**Purpose:** Honoring and inspiring academic excellence and engaged citizenship for a lifetime.

**Advisor:** Kate He  
**Address:** 2112 Biology Bldg.  
**President:** Jessica Patterson  
**Email:** jpatterson@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** N/A  
**Website:** N/A

### Organization: Phi Kappa Phi
**Purpose:** To recognize and promote academic excellence in all fields of higher education and to engage the community of scholars in service to others. Membership is by invitation.

**Advisor:** Peggy Schrock  
**Address:** 604 Fine Art  
**President:** n/a  
**Email:** peggy.schrock@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)809-6737  
**Website:** N/A

### Organization: Hart Honor Society
**Purpose:** To provide a collective group for community service involvement, promoting academic excellence, having fun, and extending qualities of high character throughout the community.

**Advisor:** Leigh Johnson  
**Address:** 4000 Hart College
President: Melissa Croft  
Email: harths@hotmail.com  
Phone No.: N/A  
Website: N/A  

**Organization: Order of Omega**  
**Purpose:** To recognize those fraternity men and women who have attained a high standard of leadership in interfraternity activities, to encourage them to continue along this line, and to inspire others to strive for similar conspicuous attainment; To bring together outstanding fraternity men and women to create an organization which will help to mold the sentiment of the institution on questions of local and intercollegiate fraternity affairs. To bring together members of the faculty, alumni, and student members of the institution's fraternities and sororities on a basis of mutual interest, understanding and helpfulness; To help create an atmosphere where ideas and issues can be discussed openly across Greek lines and to help work out solutions.  
**Advisor:** Tara Hawthorne  
**Address:** 111 Curris Center  
**President:** Jeremiah Johnson  
**Email:** jeremiah.johnson@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)985-3157  
**Website:** N/A

**Organization: Sigma Theta Tau-Delta Epsilon Chapter**  
**Purpose:** To support the learning, knowledge and professional development of nurses committed to making a difference in health worldwide.  
**Advisor:** Dina Byers  
**Address:** 120 Mason Hall  
**President:** Dana Manley  
**Email:** dana.manley@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)809-6225  
**Website:** N/A
Organization: Psi Chi
Purpose: Psi Chi serves two major goals—one immediate and visibly rewarding to the individual member, the other slower and more difficult to accomplish, but offering greater rewards in the long run. The first of these is the Society's obligation to provide academic recognition to its inductees by the mere fact of membership. The second goal is the obligation of each of the Society's local chapters to nurture the spark of that accomplishment by offering a climate congenial to members' creative development. For example, the chapters make active attempts to nourish and stimulate professional growth through programs designed to augment and enhance the regular curriculum and to provide practical experience and fellowship through affiliation with the chapter. In addition, the international organization provides programs to help achieve these goals, including Society and regional conventions held annually in conjunction with the psychological associations, research award competitions, and certificate recognition programs.
Advisor: Dr. Ian Norris
Address: 211 Wells Hall
President: Ashlee Cobb
Email: ashlee.cobb@gmail.com
Phone No.: 859-916-0509
Website: N/A

Organization: Gamma Sigma Epsilon
Purpose: To recognize outstanding students demonstrating exceptional ability and interest in the field of chemistry.
Advisor: Rachel Allenbaugh
Address: 1201 Jesse D Jones Hall
President: Dylan Benningfield
Email: Dylan.benningfield@murraystate.edu
Phone No.: n/a
Website: N/A

Organization: Lambda Pi Eta
Purpose: Goals of Lambda Pi Eta Recognize, foster and reward outstanding scholastic achievement in communication studies Stimulate interest in the field of communication Promote and encourage professional development among communication majors Provide an opportunity to discuss and exchange ideas in the field of communication Establish and
maintain closer relationships between faculty and students Explore options for graduate education in communication studies

**Advisor:** Frances Smith  
**Address:** 312 Wilson Hall  
**President:** Natalie Ellis  
**Email:** nellis1@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (573)344-7207  
**Website:** N/A

**Organization:** Beta Gamma Sigma  
**Purpose:** Beta Gamma Sigma is the scholastic honor society dedicated to principles and ideals essential to a worthy life as well as to a commendable business career. The Mission of the International Honor Society Beta Gamma Sigma is to encourage and honor academic achievement in the study of business, to foster personal and professional excellence, to advance the values of the Society, and to serve its lifelong members.

**Advisor:** Linda Johnsonius  
**Address:** 220A Business Building North  
**President:** Marilyn Feezor  
**Email:** Marilyn.feezor@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)809-3933  
**Website:** N/A

**Organization:** Beta Beta Beta  
**Purpose:** National honor society for students dedicated to improving the understanding and appreciation of biological study and scientific research.

**Advisor:** Chris Trzepacz  
**Address:** 2112 Biology Building  
**President:** Juanita Von Dwingelo  
**Email:** Juanita.von@murraystate.edu  
**Phone No.:** (270)969-0751  
**Website:** N/A